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1 Introduction
AECOM have been appointed to undertake a site selection assessment, on behalf of Shannon LNG Ltd. (herein
referred to as the ‘Client’) to assess a range of locations around Ireland’s coastal areas. The purpose of this is to
identify the most feasible location that would accommodate and safely operate a large scale industrial type
development, comprising a Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) terminal and a Power Plant (herein referred to as the
‘Conceptual Development’).

1.1 Background
A site selection assessment was previously undertaking on behalf of the client in 2007. The primary objective was
to identify the most feasible location in Ireland, that could accommodate an LNG terminal. This 2007 site
selection assessment was incorporated into an Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) (formerly
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)) that supported a planning application (Ref. No. PL08B.PA0002). This
planning application was submitted on 24th September 2007 on behalf of the client for permission under the
Strategic Infrastructure Development (SID) legislation. This SID application was later granted by An Bord
Pleanála (ABP) on 31st March 2008.

The scope of this previously accepted  2007 site selection assessment, identified eighteen coastal locations
around Ireland under specified criteria. The first stage of the assessment concluded that Shannon Estuary was
deemed to be the most suitable location for an LNG terminal. The second stage of the assessment further
examined eight onshore sites within the Shannon Estuary. The final conclusion deemed the Tarbert/ Ballylongford
location to be the most suitable for an LNG terminal.

A new SID application to ABP is currently being compiled that will include an updated and revised site selection
assessment for 2021. The locations from the 2007 site selection assessment have also been included in Table
A3-2.3 of this document.

2 Conceptual Development
2.1 LNG Terminal
The LNG Terminal will comprise:

 A floating storage regasification unit (FSRU), which will have an LNG storage capacity of up to 180,000 m3.
The LNG vaporisation process equipment to regasify the LNG to natural gas shall be on-board the FSRU.
The heat for LNG regasification shall be via seawater, supplemented by heat from gas fired heaters when
the water temperature is inadequate. Loading of LNG onto the FSRU shall be via a ship to ship transfer
from another LNG carrier (LNGC) berthed alongside.

 Jetty and access trestle, with the jetty comprising of an unloading platform, mooring dolphins and breasting
dolphins.

 Four tugboats moored on the proposed jetty for FSRU and LNG carrier mooring operations.

 Onshore facilities including a nitrogen generation facility, a control room, a guard house, workshop and
maintenance buildings, instrument air generator, fire water system.

 An Above Ground Installation (AGI) to include an odourisation facility, gas heater building, gas metering and
pressure control equipment.
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2.2 Power Plant
The Power Plant will comprise of:

 A flexible modular Power Plant design with up to three (3) blocks of Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT),
each block with a capacity of approximately 200 megawatts (MW) for a total installed capacity of up to 600
MW.

 The multishaft arrangement of the Power Plant provides fast acting response with very low minimum stable
generation and is ideally suited to support increased intermittent renewable generation.

 Each block shall comprise of two (2) gas turbine generators, two (2) heat recovery steam generator and one
(1) steam turbine generator and an air-cooled condenser.

 A 120 MW for 1 hour (120 MWhr) Battery energy storage facility (BESS). Due to its very fast response, the
BESS supports intermittent renewable generation.

3 Policy and Guidance
The receiving policy and guidance for this site selection assessment is largely outlined in the following pertinent
documents. A general overview of all relevant policy and guidance documents across international, national,
European, and local level that were assessed, are included in Table A3-2.1.

Table A3-2.1 Relevant Policy and Guidance Documents

Level Policy and Guidance Description

International

International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 28460

Petroleum and natural gas industries — Installation and
equipment for liquefied natural gas — Ship-to-shore interface
and port operations

The Society of International Gas Tanker and
Terminal Operators (SIGTTO)

Information Paper No. 14: Site selection and design for LNG
Ports and jetties

The World Association for Waterborne
Transport Infrastructure (PIANC)

Dangerous Cargoes in Ports. Report of working group 35 of the
Maritime Navigation Commission, 2000

European European Standard EN 1473 Installation and equipment for liquefied natural gas. Design of
onshore installations

National

Department of Transport Tourism and Sport National Ports Policy 2013

Department of Housing, Local Government
and Heritage

Draft National Marine Planning Framework
National Marine Planning Framework Baseline Report

Marine Institute Marine Atlas

Department of Communications, Climate
Action and Environment, with support from
the Commission for Regulation of Utilities

Gas Networks Ireland & EirGrid Long Term Resilience Study
2018

Local Local Planning Policies Relevant City/ County Development Plans

Furthermore, the following sections below detail the policy and guidance considerations that have structured this
site selection assessment and are specific to the overarching selected criteria used for this assessment, this is
further detailed in Section 4 of this document.
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3.1. International Context
3.1.1. I.S. EN ISO 28460:2010 : Petroleum and natural gas

industries; Installation and equipment for liquefied 
natural gas; Ship-to-shore interface and port
operations

I.S. EN ISO 28460 sets out the requirements that ensure the safe transit of an LNGC through the port area and
the safe and efficient transfer of its cargo.  I.S. EN ISO 28460 also provides guidance for a ship's safe transit,
berthing, mooring and unberthing at the jetty, specifically; 

─ cargo transfer; 

─ access from jetty to ship; 

─ the liquid nitrogen connection (where fitted); 

─ ballast water considerations.

I.S. EN ISO 28460 generally applies to conventional onshore LNG terminals and for the handling of LNGC's in
international trade, but can also provide guidance for offshore and coastal operations.

In particular, it recommends that a berth area shall be maintained at a suitable depth to ensure sufficient under-
keel clearance at all states of the tide. I.S. EN ISO 28460 emphasizes the importance of water depths, which is
an necessity for the safe efficient operation of the Conceptual Development in regard to the significant draft of an
LNGC. This guidance is further detailed in the Phase 1 screening methodology in Section 4 and within Section
5.1.2 of this document.

3.1.2. The World Association for Waterborne Transport
Infrastructure (PIANC) : Dangerous Cargoes in Ports

The World Association for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure (PIANC) published this international guidance
document; ‘Dangerous Cargoes in Ports’  in 2000. This document highlights the safe handling and transport of 
dangerous cargoes in ports. This document also provides a review of general principles in selecting sites
designed to handle dangerous cargoes. Of relevance, this document specifies the importance of water depths
within the site selection process and provides appropriate guidance that should be followed, in particular
reference to; 

─ The access channel; and 

─ The berth (siting, storage and processing, off-terminal transport).

This PIANC guidance document is further referred to in the Phase 1 screening methodology in Section 4.1.2 and
within Section 5 of this document.

3.1.3. The Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal
Operators (SIGTTO) - Information Paper No. 14: Site
selection and design for LNG Ports and jetties

Paper No.14 sets out the minimum design criteria required when a port is built or altered to accommodate
LNGC’s. It demonstrates operational and design consideration. The primary objective of Paper No.14 aims to
address the safety issues for LNG ports, it also places specific emphasis on the navigational approach channels
which heavily influences the selected criteria in the Phase 2 screening of this site selection assessment.

Of further relevance, Paper No.14 provides clear guidance for the site selection of LNG terminals, and sets out a
standard for safe jetty design while considering the safety factors. It also considers the existing industry
guidelines that cover cargo operations at the ship/ shore interface.
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Paper No.14 is further detailed in the Phase 2 screening methodology in Section 4.1.3 and within Section 6 of
this document.

3.2. European Context
3.2.1. European Standard EN 1473:2016 :  Installation and

equipment for liquefied natural gas - Design of onshore
installations

The European Standard EN 1473 provides guidelines for the design, construction and operation of all onshore
LNG installations including those for the liquefaction, storage, vaporisation, transfer and handling of LNG.

In reference to EN 1473, as highlighted above, it provides the guidelines for onshore LNG installations and the
handling of LNG which is an important element of this site selection assessment. Of relevance, EN 1473 is valid
for the following; 

─ LNG export installations (plant), between the designated gas inlet boundary limit, and the ship
manifold; and 

─ LNG receiving installations (plant), between the ship manifold and the designated gas outlet boundary
limit.

Of relevance, EN 1473 recognises that the positioning of a jetty at an LNG marine terminal is vital in determining
the risk of the ship/ shore transfer operation. In addition, EN 1473 also highlights that the provisions described in
‘I.S EN ISO 28460’ and the ‘Site selection and design for LNG Ports and jetties. Information Paper No. 14’
(SIGTTO) are highly recommended.

Furthermore, the primary objective of EN 1473 is to recommend procedures and practices that will result in a safe
and environmentally acceptable design, construction, and operation of LNG plants. For the purposes of this site
selection assessment, an essential element of the Conceptual Development is to ensure the safe manoeuvring
ability and operation for LNGC’s, this has influenced the selected criteria within the Phase 2 screening. This is
further detailed in section 4 of this document.

3.3. National Context
3.3.1. National Ports Policy
The National Ports Policy (NPP) was adopted in 2013, it is the Government’s high-level strategic policy for
shaping the future growth and development of Ireland’s ports. The primary objective of the NPP is to ‘facilitate a
competitive and effective market for maritime transport services.’ The NPP contains legislative and non-legislative
measures that are designed to address the current issues and to implement appropriate governance structures.

The NPP highlights a comparison of Ireland’s port governance model to be broadly in line with Ireland’s European
counterparts. This is in regard to the publicly controlled port authorities involving high levels of the private-sector
for the provision of infrastructure and services. The NPP also acknowledges that ports throughout Ireland, differ
significantly in size, current capability, and future potential.

In addition, the NPP has referred to;

‘….long-term international trend in ports and shipping is toward increased consolidation of resources in order
to achieve optimum efficiencies of scale. This has knock on effects in terms of vessel size, the depths of
water required at ports and the type and scale of port hinterland transport connections.’

Furthermore, the NPP has introduced a classification of the ports sector into three levels, comprising; 

 Ports of National Significance (Tier 1);

 Ports of National Significance (Tier 2); and 

 Ports of Regional Significance.

The NPP has highlighted that Ports of National Significance (Tier 1) are ports that:
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─ are responsible for 15% to 20% of overall tonnage through Irish ports, and

─ have clear potential to lead the development of future port capacity in the medium and long term, when
and as required.

There are three ports in Ireland that fulfil this criteria, namely;

 Dublin Port Company;

 Port of Cork Company; and 

 Shannon Foynes Port Company.

The NPP has highlighted that Ports of National Significance (Tier 2) are ports that:

─ are responsible for at least 2.5% of overall tonnage through Irish ports; 

─ have the clear demonstrable potential to handle higher volumes of unitised traffic, and

─ have the existing transport links to serve a wider, national marketplace beyond their immediate region.

There are two ports in Ireland that fulfil this criteria, namely;

 Port of Waterford Company; and 

 Rosslare Europort.

The final category of ports is classified as Ports of Regional Significance. This category broadly refers to all the
remaining ports around Ireland that handle commercial freight. The Ports of Regional Significance also include
the five smaller state-owned commercial port companies, namely;

 Drogheda;

 Dún Laoghaire;

 Galway;

 New Ross; and

 Wicklow.

In regard to the NPP implementing a classification of Ireland’s ports, all ports from the three categories of the
NPP have been included in this site selection assessment, a total of nineteen ports have been included, these
are listed in Table A3-2.1of this document. The primary aim of this is to identify any potential ports that would be a
feasible option under the selected criteria to accommodate the Conceptual Development.

3.3.2. National Marine Planning Framework 2021
The National Marine Planning Framework 2021 (NMPF) is a long term marine spatial planning framework that
forms part of Project Ireland 2040 and parallels the National Planning Framework. The NMPF was approved by
Cabinet on 23rd March 2021 before being launched on the 1st July 2021.

With regard to energy production and natural gas storage, the NMPF contains the following objective:

‘Support the development of natural gas storage where appropriate in the context of the outcome of the review of
the security of energy supply of Ireland’s electricity and natural gas systems. This review is being carried out by
Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications, and is focusing on the period to 2030 in the
context of ensuring a sustainable pathway to 2050’.

Accordingly, Natural Gas Storage Policy 1 of the NMPF is as follows:

‘Subject to assessments required for the protection of the environment, and only where in keeping with the
outcome of the review of the security of energy supply of Ireland’s electricity and natural gas systems (which is
being carried out by Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications), natural gas storage
proposals should be supported.’
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The NMPF states that while security of supply is a key energy policy objective for Ireland and the European
Union, the issue cannot be examined in isolation from sustainability, and that natural gas storage installation and
activities can have potential adverse environmental impacts.

In addition, Ports, Harbours and Shipping Policy 1 of the NMPF is as follows:

‘To provide for shipping activity and freedom of navigation the following factors will be taken into account when
reaching decisions regarding development and use:

 The extent to which the locational decision interferes with existing or planned routes used by shipping,
access to ports and harbours and navigational safety. This includes commercial anchorages and
approaches to ports as well as key littoral and offshore routes;

 A mandatory Navigation Risk Assessment;

 Where interference is likely, whether reasonable alternatives can be identified.

 Where there are no reasonable alternatives, whether mitigation through measures adopted in accordance
with the principles and procedures established by the International Maritime Organization can be achieved
at no significant cost to the shipping or ports sector.’

The above policy is relevant to the Conceptual Development in terms of its proximity to Foynes Port as well as
generally, regarding its location in a navigable harbour. The site of the Conceptual Development is located
approximately 23 km west along the Shannon Estuary from Foynes Port. Foynes Port and the site of the
Conceptual Development are adjacent to the world’s busiest shipping routes. The Shannon Foynes Port
company, which manages Foynes port, has capacity to handle over 10 million tonnes per year and has statutory
jurisdiction over all marine activities on a 500 km2 area on the Shannon Estuary, including the site of the
Conceptual Development.

The Conceptual Development, with the landbank zoned for marine and energy related infrastructure, is also
consistent with Energy – Transmission Policy 4 of the NMPF, which notes:

‘Where possible, opportunities for land-based, coastal infrastructure that is critical to and supports energy
transmission should be prioritised in plans and policies. Designation of land-based zones for the purposes of co-
ordination and integration with relevant Marine Plans must be considered, where appropriate.’

The Marine Atlas is a publicly accessible tool, that contains multiple themes of marine data. Specific marine data
layers from this portal identified additional coastal locations deemed relevant for this site selection. In addition, all
areas designated as a Port, Harbour and Shipping area, identified on the Marine Atlas portal, specifically for
Ireland only, have been included in the Phase 1 screening and listed in Table A3-2.3 of this document.

3.3.3. Long Term Resilience Study
A gas pipeline between Ireland and France was assessed by the Department of Communications, Climate Action
and Environment, with support from the Commission for Regulation of Utilities in the Gas Networks Ireland and
EirGrid Long Term Resilience Study 2018.

When considering a pipeline to France it should be noted that France is entirely dependent upon LNG and inter-
connecting pipelines for its domestic gas demand (CRE, n.d.)1. Specifically with negligible indigenous gas
production, France imports 98% of its natural gas with 29% of these imports from LNG. LNG is supplied via four
LNG terminals located in Montoir-de-Bretagne, Dunkirk, Fos Tonkin and Fos Cavaou (GIIGNL, n.d.)2. LNG is
delivered to these terminals from global LNG suppliers, including North American suppliers. Further, all countries
in Northwest Europe are forecast to see declining indigenous gas production and will need to import gas to meet
their long-term supply needs. A significant portion of the imported gas will be sourced from LNG (Platts, n.d.)3

(see Figure A3-2.1 below).

The pipeline capacity in the Long Term Resilience Study was estimated at 100 GWh/day, representing  only 39%
of Irish peak day gas demand for 2020/21 which is forecast at 255 GWh/day. Key assumptions are noted in Table
A3-1.2below.

1 Source: CRE, the French Energy Regulatory Commission.
2 Source: GIIGNL, the International Group of Liquefied Natural Gas Importers
3 Source: Platts
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The report notes:

‘In order to transport gas between France and Ireland, to allow for gas imports from France, additional
infrastructure would be required. This would include a subsea interconnector pipeline between France
and Ireland and some reinforcement of the gas network in Cork where the subsea pipeline would
connect with the Irish gas network.

Based on our analysis, the best option would be connecting the gas networks from Cork to Brest using a
subsea pipeline. This represents the shortest possible route between Ireland and France at 509 km.

Cost Benefit Analysis: A gas interconnector to France, while having a positive impact in terms of
security of supply and diversification, would have less impact than either of the LNG options. Building a
gas interconnector would not on its own result in Ireland meeting the required EU infrastructure
standard. This option requires the largest capital investment of the mitigation measures under
consideration. [emphasis added]

Qualitative assessment: A gas interconnector to France would allow large volumes of gas to be
imported into Ireland, improving the security of supply position and diversifying Ireland’s supply.
However, based on the cost assumptions developed, this option would not appear to be to be the most
economically advantageous option due to the large capital investment required’.

Table A3-2.2  Gas Interconnector to France – key assumptions

Column heading

Interconnector Capacity (GWh/d) 100

Pipeline Length (km) 509

French Compressor station discharge pressure (bar g) 120

Inlet pressure at RoI landfill (bar g) 70

Total Capex (€ min) 727

Total Opex (€ min./yr.) 2.7

In conclusion, a gas pipeline to France would not deliver sufficient capacity for Ireland. Furthermore,  given
France’s overwhelming reliance on natural gas imports any natural gas from France to Ireland via a pipeline
would necessitate increased imports into France.  Therefore, a pipeline interconnector to France would subject
Ireland to regulation in terms of price, quality, source, availability, among others, by another jurisdiction. It is also
unclear whether an interconnector from France would satisfy Irish policy regarding the source of supply of natural
gas. By contract a domestic LNG terminal would give Ireland direct access to global LNG markets and more
control over these factors, significantly enhancing its security of supply.
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Figure A3-2.1 Projection of North West Europe gas supplies (2018 – 2040)

3.4. Local Context
3.4.1. City/ County Development Plans
A City/ County Development Plan (CDP) is a requirement by law, for every planning authority in Ireland to set out 
an overall strategy for the proper planning and sustainable development of the area.

The Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) has stated under Section 27(1);

‘A planning authority shall ensure, when making a development plan or local area plan, that the plan is 
consistent with the regional spatial economic strategy in force for its area’

A primary aim of the CDP is to promote, guide and enforce high quality standards of development for urban and 
rural areas throughout the county. With the general emphasis to enhance the quality of life, environment, 
community and economy that supports the sustainable development of each county. Another function of the CDP 
may indicate that specified development in an area will be subject to the making of a Local Area Plan (LAP). 

A LAP is required to indicate the period for which the plan will remain in force. This is notwithstanding the 
variation of a CDP or the making of a new CDP. The LAP establishes a framework for the sustainable 
development of an area to which it pertains to. This is primarily to enhance and facilitate economic, social, and 
environmental infrastructure without compromising the protection of the environment and the needs of future 
generations. It is generally an overarching objective of most LAP to identify the special characteristics of the 
designated area and to develop objectives for any future development within its boundary line. 

In respect of the above, and for the purposes of this site selection assessment, a review of Ireland’s coastal 
areas and associated land zonings was undertaken using the specific guidance and policy documents set out 
within each relevant CDP and LAP for the identified locations. These locations are included in Table A3-2.4of this 
document,  the main purpose is to assess any potential areas of land that would be a feasible option under the 
selected criteria to accommodate the Conceptual Development. This is further explained in the methodology 
Section 4 and the Phase 1 screening in Section 4.1.2 of this document.
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3.5. Summary of Policy and Guidance
In respect of the policy and guidance section of this document, the primary objective is to provide the most
relevant and up to date information that will assist and guide this specific site selection assessment.

Consequently, the above policy and guidance documents set out the rationale for choosing the selected criteria,
which heavily influences the structure of this site selection assessment report. This criteria was selected from the
most relevant information available for a development type similar to the proposed Conceptual Development.

4. Methodology
4.1. Overview
The overall scope of the study area for this site selection assessment involved a review of Ireland’s coastal
areas.  In total, sixty-seven locations were identified through this initial process, these locations are listed in Table
A4-2.1and highlighted in  shows a nationwide map of Ireland, and includes the sixty-seven locations identified
that will be assessed under the Phase 1 screening assessment.

In addition, the locations were chosen from the relevant guidance and policy documents listed in Table A4-2.1
and detailed in the following sections of this methodology.

The site selection assessment of these locations were reviewed under specified technical criteria and across
multiple phases of screening. The proposed criteria and headings are based on policy and guidance from Irish,
European and international standards.

Furthermore, this site selection assessment is not designed for a comparative analysis and only allocates
whether a location is suitable or not suitable under the specified selected criteria. The locations deemed suitable
will then progress to the next phase of screening. In total, this assessment comprises three phases of screening,
each phase has specifically selected criteria.  A matrix summary is included at the end of each phase (see
example of Phase 1 screening matrix inTable A3-2.8).

4.1.1. Site Locations
As previously stated, this methodology is heavily influenced by the relevant guidance and policy documents listed
in Table A4-2.1The rationale for selecting the initial sixty-seven site locations was undertaken through an
extensive desktop analysis. This comprised a review of all coastal industrial zoned lands designated within the
relevant City/ County Development Plans and lands of existing industrial lands (also lands that may not have
been explicitly zoned but are deemed industrial) within close proximity to coastal areas. The inclusion of the three
categories of ports listed within the NPP were considered relevant for this process. Finally, the site selection
assessment added the identified Ports, Harbours and Shipping data within the MI - Marine Atlas database.

Figure A3-2.2 highlights a nationwide map of Ireland that shows each location identified that will be assessed
under the Phase 1 screening assessment.
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Figure A3-2.2 Site Locations Identified for Phase 1 Screening

The sixty-seven locations are also listed inTable A4-2.1, which details the associated county, regional
designation, and a Google Maps link.

Table A3-2.3 Site Locations Identified for Phase 1 Screening

Site Location County Region Google Maps Link

Ardmore (Rams Head) Waterford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/vThfyPd2hrfvCJqc8

Aranmore Island Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/1LvqoVS3Ej6h2CFLA

Arklow Wicklow Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/U97AopU1fsRW7BJf6

Aughinish Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/EkXsuTqoESnkRnFF7

Ballylongford/Tarbert Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/1YAozH9Tq5M9Gczd9

Ballycotton Harbour Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/McpTB99Hvi5k5wZh7

Ballyhack Wexford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/9qfRJDgeka8sSqJ59

Baltimore Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/nj9DiPntvHW28DHU7

Bantry Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/ZUmtwGWKy8N3jcXB6

Belview Port Kilkenny Southern https://goo.gl/maps/5sFtPUv4PNitW4f18

Bere Island Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/E6vWjZXC8MKgBRw78

Broadhaven Bay Mayo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/DUFE5BdoQoSS5rAQ6

Bunbeg Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/oZdGGEGbEGHkJYkT6

Burtonport Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/SDj2UPctepiS95j76
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https://goo.gl/maps/nj9DiPntvHW28DHU7
https://goo.gl/maps/ZUmtwGWKy8N3jcXB6
https://goo.gl/maps/5sFtPUv4PNitW4f18
https://goo.gl/maps/E6vWjZXC8MKgBRw78
https://goo.gl/maps/DUFE5BdoQoSS5rAQ6
https://goo.gl/maps/oZdGGEGbEGHkJYkT6
https://goo.gl/maps/SDj2UPctepiS95j76
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Site Location County Region Google Maps Link

Callanafersy Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/ZLTXB47wL4jiyfXFA

Castletownbere Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/8LqXKqw8XhEShdvV8

Cape Clear Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/RS7uo3T1SCJpFJSU8

Clare Island Mayo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/WHpFm8xXD8BMxrTJ9

Clew Bay Mayo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/Hb5fCGcgj3gP6W1y7

Cleggan Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/HfGR2DZ1vA3FKgf59

Clogher head Louth Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/USHuyMXMvqyuuWNo6

Doolin Clare Southern https://goo.gl/maps/7u5jWA9KWPt3bihY9

Dublin Port Dublin Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/EfienuhVe9fej8PU9

Dún Laoghaire Dublin Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/PBLua2bRKdE9icL76

Dunmore East Waterford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5

Dundalk Louth Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/bTwxaoWqBTk1MZE27

Drogheda Louth Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/XVrycKQNPbhJxSPw9

Fenit Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/xtyFgQpzVGk7yAT17

Foynes Island Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/tnhhXUc8hBY1ERQ76

Foynes Port Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/wfGEkz1h9M69ZKc19

Galway Port Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/1oAot95wrcByokpN6

Greenore Louth Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/1FEu4UKmHSsUVtwD8

Inishboffin Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/exoEXgDVgMnBTLd19

Inisheer Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/xnvdN2R2H3pkc42n6

Inishmaan Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/yZbkuxVFgstDbhkX9

Inishmore Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/NJRPzdVo9Xfix1Y86

Killala Bay Mayo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/REAQN2PjEm1V9Mf1A

Killary harbour Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/NNijNyFgZjm5tVEP7

Kinsale Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/VgQDtCMBnKvxJQRt6

Killybegs Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/f8BpQQiT67YUuGib7

Labasheeda Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/nJceetZ6Amw9DwXF6

Lough Swilly Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/AUHUYHEPexkArLJa8

Malahide Inlet Dublin Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/y8mChH4vwbqnBth86

Magheraroarty Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/CxfpqPioCe73Z1mc6

Marino Point Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/wm6kXnMjXNpBJNR6A

Moneypoint Clare Southern https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9

Mount Trenchard Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/pVAYuFhTcGexwz279

New Ross Wexford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/hcnaMXV84d8vncGS8

Passage East Waterford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/qxXPs14vMixskLkZ8

Quigley's Point Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/HJC66s4jGDY5Qhk37

Reenard Point Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/BhY7NbDd26kT8x897

Ringaskiddy Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/yY4sVaQmj9gNjz83A

Roonagh Quay Mayo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/KkwNtJn6dPxgMDv29

Rossaveel Galway Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/QVTFzhZcMrPcdpyU7

Rosslare Port Wexford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/2ApLhd1UZsM4ezAB9

Rosses Point Sligo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/oeWRZQovkRnB3Q9d9

Schull Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/vgcwLUFsaVkkJGTQ9

Shannakea Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/QFMzZ7snmXQKUduAA

https://goo.gl/maps/ZLTXB47wL4jiyfXFA
https://goo.gl/maps/8LqXKqw8XhEShdvV8
https://goo.gl/maps/RS7uo3T1SCJpFJSU8
https://goo.gl/maps/WHpFm8xXD8BMxrTJ9
https://goo.gl/maps/Hb5fCGcgj3gP6W1y7
https://goo.gl/maps/HfGR2DZ1vA3FKgf59
https://goo.gl/maps/USHuyMXMvqyuuWNo6
https://goo.gl/maps/7u5jWA9KWPt3bihY9
https://goo.gl/maps/EfienuhVe9fej8PU9
https://goo.gl/maps/PBLua2bRKdE9icL76
https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5
https://goo.gl/maps/bTwxaoWqBTk1MZE27
https://goo.gl/maps/XVrycKQNPbhJxSPw9
https://goo.gl/maps/xtyFgQpzVGk7yAT17
https://goo.gl/maps/tnhhXUc8hBY1ERQ76
https://goo.gl/maps/wfGEkz1h9M69ZKc19
https://goo.gl/maps/1oAot95wrcByokpN6
https://goo.gl/maps/1FEu4UKmHSsUVtwD8
https://goo.gl/maps/exoEXgDVgMnBTLd19
https://goo.gl/maps/xnvdN2R2H3pkc42n6
https://goo.gl/maps/yZbkuxVFgstDbhkX9
https://goo.gl/maps/NJRPzdVo9Xfix1Y86
https://goo.gl/maps/REAQN2PjEm1V9Mf1A
https://goo.gl/maps/NNijNyFgZjm5tVEP7
https://goo.gl/maps/VgQDtCMBnKvxJQRt6
https://goo.gl/maps/f8BpQQiT67YUuGib7
https://goo.gl/maps/nJceetZ6Amw9DwXF6
https://goo.gl/maps/AUHUYHEPexkArLJa8
https://goo.gl/maps/y8mChH4vwbqnBth86
https://goo.gl/maps/CxfpqPioCe73Z1mc6
https://goo.gl/maps/wm6kXnMjXNpBJNR6A
https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9
https://goo.gl/maps/pVAYuFhTcGexwz279
https://goo.gl/maps/hcnaMXV84d8vncGS8
https://goo.gl/maps/qxXPs14vMixskLkZ8
https://goo.gl/maps/HJC66s4jGDY5Qhk37
https://goo.gl/maps/BhY7NbDd26kT8x897
https://goo.gl/maps/yY4sVaQmj9gNjz83A
https://goo.gl/maps/KkwNtJn6dPxgMDv29
https://goo.gl/maps/QVTFzhZcMrPcdpyU7
https://goo.gl/maps/2ApLhd1UZsM4ezAB9
https://goo.gl/maps/oeWRZQovkRnB3Q9d9
https://goo.gl/maps/vgcwLUFsaVkkJGTQ9
https://goo.gl/maps/QFMzZ7snmXQKUduAA
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Site Location County Region Google Maps Link

Sheep Haven Bay Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/DMCjuajnByWR2srY8

Sherkin Island Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/Z3s4upLhUF2gvScU8

Strandhill Sligo Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/kEq4GGZ5X7ceakQp8

Tory Island Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/g8aKuUHTAcGeNgXG9

Valentia Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/XqFYUTwLWYrvgKJQA

Wicklow Town Wicklow Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/pWj4sCGw5VZHo68r5

Whiddy Island Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8

Whitegate Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/Essat3JWzn4Kv93NA

Youghal Estuary Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/5WXqxjaALy8xMznd9

The following sections detail the three phases of screening used for this site selection assessment.

4.1.2. Phase 1 Screening
The Phase 1 screening criteria included an assessment of the specified selected criteria listed inTable A3-2.4 .
The initial stage of the Phase 1 screening included a planning and practical context that assessed the location,
land use character and context, with due regard to relevant specific local planning policies and zoning/ land use
designations and surrounding areas. In conjunction with the respective statutory planning policies, the selected
criteria for each location specifically assesses land parcel sizes.

The assessment of zoning and land use primarily referenced zoning maps contained in the relevant City/ County
Development Plans and online searches to determine the land zoning and uses. Given the potential for some
lands not explicitly zoned as industrial but may be considered by default, an extended manual screening search
was undertaken via MyPlan.ie zoning portal, Google Maps Pro & OpenStreetMap online. This resulted in
additional locations included inTable A4-2.1. The assessment of any large parcels of land comprising of a
minimum of 20 hectares (ha) and up to 80 ha (but not limited to) was an essential element of the Phase 1
screening. These requirements of land must be met in order to accommodate the size of the Conceptual
Development and to be considered a suitable option.

The second element of the Phase 1 screening assessed the water depths of the entire coastal areas of Ireland.
An analysis of water depth greater than 13 m (further detailed in Section 5.1.2) was assessed.

This analysis was undertaken using the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) and the spatial analysis suite of tools. Specifically using the bathymetry data from
OceanWise, this allowed to extract the areas of the specified depth of water.

The Phase 1 screening is the starting process in the three phased screening assessment, with the objective to
pinpoint an ideal location to accommodate the Conceptual Development through the selected criteria set out
inTable A3-2.4. For further details refer to Section 5 of this document.

Table A3-2.4 Phase 1 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail Guidance & Tools

> 20 ha Site
> 40 ha Site
> 80 ha Site

Large landbank on the coast zoned industrial and
ideally adjacent to a foreshore

 Relevant City/County Development Plans
 MyPlan.ie, Google Maps Pro & OpenStreetMap
 National Ports Policy 2013
 Draft National Marine Planning Framework
 Marine Atlas

Access to Deep
Water

Water depths more than 13 m required for LNGC
based on Qmax

 I.S. EN ISO 28460: Petroleum and natural gas
industries; Installation and equipment for
liquefied natural gas; Ship-to-shore interface
and port operations

 Dangerous Cargoes in Ports. Report of working
group 35 of the Maritime Navigation
Commission, 2000 (PIANC)

 GIS Bathymetry data – OceanWise

For further details on the findings of the Phase 1 screening assessment refer to Section 5 of this document.

https://goo.gl/maps/DMCjuajnByWR2srY8
https://goo.gl/maps/Z3s4upLhUF2gvScU8
https://goo.gl/maps/kEq4GGZ5X7ceakQp8
https://goo.gl/maps/g8aKuUHTAcGeNgXG9
https://goo.gl/maps/XqFYUTwLWYrvgKJQA
https://goo.gl/maps/pWj4sCGw5VZHo68r5
https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8
https://goo.gl/maps/Essat3JWzn4Kv93NA
https://goo.gl/maps/5WXqxjaALy8xMznd9
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4.1.3. Phase 2 Screening
The Phase 2 screening criteria includes selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.5. The analysis for this section of the
assessment was primarily undertaken via the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) and the spatial analysis suite of tools. The navigation channel criteria and extracting
the areas of the specified depth of water was calculated using the bathymetry data from OceanWise software
whilst using an ESRI tool to identify the centreline of these channels. With the use of the GIS buffer tool on the
channel of the specified width could be shown to indicate whether the channel would meet the requirements. The
turning circles and control zones were drawn to the specified size and manually fitted into the deep water areas
to visualise whether they would meet the selected criteria specified.

Table A3-2.5 Phase 2 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail Guidance & Tools

Navigation
Channel

Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times
the beam of Qmax (260m)  Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports

and Jetties Information Paper No. 14,
(SIGTTO)

 GIS Bathymetry data – OceanWise

Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690m)

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU

For further details on the Phase 2 screening process refer to Section 5 of this document. In addition, an extract of
the GIS maps for each location is also included in Section 6.2.

4.1.4. Phase 3 Screening
Moffatt & Nichol (M&N) were commissioned to consider wave conditions at the selected locations for the Phase 3
screening. The Phase 3 screening criteria includes the selected criteria listed inTable A3-2.6 . This final phase of
the site selection assessment was based on selected criteria for LNG transfer operations set out in SIGTTO
guidance ‘Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports and Jetties’. Within this document it states that choosing a
jetty position within a sheltered location limits the dynamic forces acting on a ship from sea-waves which, in turn,
could break a ship’s mooring lines. Considering the standard LNG carrier of about 135,000 m3 capacity, the
waves likely to have such effects are those approaching directly ahead or astern, having significant heights
exceeding 1.5 m and periods greater than 9 seconds.

M&N carried out an evaluation to determine suitability of the sites from a wave conditions exposure perspective,
by undertaking a wave transformation modelling study using a combination of National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) hindcast data and measured offshore buoy data.

M&N utilised the NOAA regional North Sea Baltic WaveWatch III reanalysis phase-2 database. This has a 4 arc-
minute (approximately 7 km) resolution and is a nested in the Global WW3 model which has a 50 km resolution.
Wind data for this is provided by the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) for the GFS weather model. The
wave models include refraction of wavefield due to tide and temporal water depth variations where applicable.

Offshore buoy data is provided by the Irish Marine Data Buoy Observation Network. There are a number of deep-
water buoys around the Irish coast with historical database that includes significant wave height and peak wave
period at hourly intervals. The network is managed by the Irish Marine Institute in collaboration with Met Eireann
and the UK Met Office.

Table A3-2.6 Phase 3 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail Guidance & Tools

Hs < 1.5 m Significant wave heights less than 1.5 m  Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports and Jetties
Information Paper No. 14, (SIGTTO)

 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
 Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS)
 CMap bathymetric data

Tp < 9 s Peak wave periods less than 9 seconds

For further details on the findings of the Phase 3 screening assessment refer to Section 7 of this document.
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4.2. Summary of Methodology
As stated in the introduction, the sole purpose of this site selection is to identify the most feasible location around
Ireland’s coastal areas, that would be suitable to accommodate and safely operate the Conceptual Development.
The selected criteria in each phase of the screening process is an essential cog for the overall assessment. The
selected criteria from each phase was carefully chosen from the most relevant guidance documents and latest
data software available.

5. Phase 1 Screening
5.1. Introduction
The Phase 1 screening will review the locations listed inTable A5-2.1. As highlighted within the methodology
section, the Conceptual Development will require [emphasis added] a minimum site area of 20 ha, and another
essential element in deciding on the suitable location is sufficient access to water depths greater than 13 m, to
accommodate Qmax (Maximum Quantity) vessels. The identified locations will be assessed against the selected
criteria listed inTable A3-2.7.

Table A3-2.7 Phase 1 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail Guidance & Tools

> 20 ha Site
> 40 ha Site
> 80 ha Site

Large landbank on the coast zoned industrial and
ideally adjacent to a foreshore

 Relevant City/County Development Plans
 MyPlan.ie, Google Maps Pro & OpenStreetMap
 National Ports Policy 2013
 Draft National Marine Planning Framework
 Marine Atlas

Access to Deep
Water

Water depths more than 13 m required for LNGC
based on Qmax

 I.S. EN ISO 28460: Petroleum and natural gas
industries; Installation and equipment for liquefied
natural gas; Ship-to-shore interface and port
operations

 Dangerous Cargoes in Ports. Report of working
group 35 of the Maritime Navigation Commission,
2000 (PIANC)

 GIS Bathymetry data – OceanWise

5.1.1. Industrial Zoned Coastal Land
The purpose of land zoning in Ireland is to allow the relevant authorities to regulate and control the land to ensure
complementary uses. Land zoning can also provide the opportunity to stimulate or slow down development in
specific areas. As specified in Section 3.4 of this document, the City/County Development Plans designate the
appropriate land uses for these zoned lands.

For the purposes of this site selection assessment, the relevant City/County Development Plans along with
MyPlan.ie Land Zoning database and all available Land Zoning GIS tools associated with each Local Authority,
were reviewed to allow an in-depth analysis of all industrial zoned lands for each coastal location identified in
Table A3-2.8

It should be noted that not all land is explicitly zoned under each City/County Development Plan, particularly in
rural areas, where the land use may be defaulted as industrial, due to existing uses etc. In regard to this, a
desktop analysis using Google Earth Pro, reviewed all locations identified inTable A3-2.8, and any potential lands
that had existing industrial use but may not have been explicitly zoned, was assessed against the selected
criteria in the Phase 1 screening.

5.1.2. Access to Deep Waters
PIANC sets out general advice, specifically under Section 8.4.1 of the Dangerous Cargoes in Ports document, it
recommends that the ‘berth area shall be maintained at a suitable depth to ensure sufficient under-keel clearance
at all states of the tide’.
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The selected criteria is an essential element of this screening, that aims to ensure a LNGC could safely
manoeuvre within the chosen port area that can provide adequate clearance under the keel. The required
underkeel clearance, the term used to define the distance between the ship's bottom and the channel bed,
becomes an important consideration. The underkeel clearance is defined as 15% of deepest navigational draft
(for transit) and greater than 1.5% of extreme breadth or minimum of 0.30 m while berthed.

For the purposes of this site selection assessment, the dimensions for QMax have influenced the selected criteria
as it is the largest vessel/ship, in addition, it is important to understand the draft of the vessel. The draft of a ship
is the vertical distance between the waterline and the bottom of the hull (keel). The draft determines the minimum
depth of water a vessel can safely navigate. For Qmax the draft is approximately 13 m, therefore, the Phase 1
screening has assessed all identified locations listed in Table A3-2.8against this specifically selected criteria.

5.2. Summary of Phase 1 Screening
Table A3-2.8highlights the final findings of the Phase 1 screening assessment, the blue ticked boxes indicates
that the identified location passed the specific selected criteria specified inTable A3-2.7.

Table A3-2.8 Phase 1 Screening Matrix

Site Location > 20 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 40 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 80 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

Water Depth
(> 13 m)

Aranmore Island x x x x

Ardmore (Rams Head) x x x 

Arklow   x 

Aughinish    

Ballycotton Harbour   x   x   x   x

Ballylongford/Tarbert    

Ballyhack x x x x

Baltimore x x x x

Bantry  x   x x

Belview Port    x

Bere Island x x   x 

Broadhaven Bay x x x x

Bunbeg x x x x

Burtonport x x x x

Callanafersy x x x x

Castletownbere  x x 

Cape Clear x x x 

Clare Island x x x 

Clew Bay x x x x

Cleggan x x x x

Clogher head x x x x

Doolin x x x 

Dublin Port    x

Dún Laoghaire x x x 

Dunmore East  x x 

Dundalk x x x x
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Site Location > 20 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 40 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 80 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

Water Depth
(> 13 m)

Drogheda   x x

Fenit   x           x x x

Foynes Island   x   x x 

Foynes Port    x

Galway Port  x x x

Greenore  x x 

Inishboffin x x x 

Inisheer x x x 

Inishmaan x x x 

Inishmore x x x 

Killala Bay x x x x

Killary harbour x x x 

Kinsale x x x x

Killybegs    

Labasheeda   x   x   x 

Lough Swilly x x x 

Malahide Inlet x x x x

Magheraroarty x x x x

Marino Point  x x x

Moneypoint    

Mount Trenchard x x x 

New Ross    x

Passage East x x x x

Quigley's Point x x x 

Reenard Point x x x 

Ringaskiddy    

Roonagh Quay x x x x

Rossaveel  x x x

Rosslare Port  x x x

Rosses Point x x x x

Schull x x x x

Shannakea x x x 

Sheep Haven Bay x x x 

Sherkin Island x x x 

Strandhill x x x  x

Tory Island x x x 

Valentia x x x 

Whiddy Island   x 

Whitegate    

Wicklow Town     x                    x

Youghal Estuary   x    x   x 
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Site Location > 20 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 40 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

> 80 ha Site
(Zoned Industrial)

Water Depth
(> 13 m)

5.3. Recommendation
From the sixty-seven locations assessed under the Phase 1 criteria, eleven locations have been deemed suitable
under the Phase 1 screening, these are listed in Table A3-2.9. Therefore, these locations were brought forward to
be assessed under the Phase 2 screening criteria.

Table A3-2.9 Locations Deemed Suitable in Phase 1 Screening

Site Location County Region Google Maps Link

Arklow Wicklow Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/U97AopU1fsRW7BJf6

Aughinish Limerick Southern https://goo.gl/maps/EkXsuTqoESnkRnFF7

Ballylongford/Tarbert Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/1YAozH9Tq5M9Gczd9

Castletownbere Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/8LqXKqw8XhEShdvV8

Dunmore East Waterford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5

Greenore Louth Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/1FEu4UKmHSsUVtwD8

Killybegs Donegal Northern and Western https://goo.gl/maps/f8BpQQiT67YUuGib7

Moneypoint Clare Southern https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9

Ringaskiddy Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/yY4sVaQmj9gNjz83A

Whiddy Island Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8

Whitegate Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/Essat3JWzn4Kv93NA

6. Phase 2 Screening
6.1. Introduction
The Phase 2 screening will review the following locations listed below;

 Arklow

 Aughinish

 Ballylongford/Tarbert

 Castletownbere

 Dunmore East

 Greenore

 Killybegs

 Moneypoint

 Ringaskiddy

 Whiddy Island

 Whitegate

Figure A3-2.3 highlights a nationwide map of Ireland that shows the eleven locations identified that will be
assessed under the Phase 2 screening assessment.

https://goo.gl/maps/U97AopU1fsRW7BJf6
https://goo.gl/maps/EkXsuTqoESnkRnFF7
https://goo.gl/maps/1YAozH9Tq5M9Gczd9
https://goo.gl/maps/8LqXKqw8XhEShdvV8
https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5
https://goo.gl/maps/1FEu4UKmHSsUVtwD8
https://goo.gl/maps/f8BpQQiT67YUuGib7
https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9
https://goo.gl/maps/yY4sVaQmj9gNjz83A
https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8
https://goo.gl/maps/Essat3JWzn4Kv93NA
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Figure A3-2.3 Site Locations Identified for the Phase 2 Screening

The Conceptual Development is designed to accommodate a range of LNGC sizes from 130,000 m3 LNG
capacity to 265,000 m3 capacity (Qmax). A ship of Qmax size is approximately 345 m long and measures
approximately 52 m wide and approximately 35 m high, with a draft of approximately 13 m. These locations are
assessed against the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.10.

Table A3-2.10 Phase 2 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail

Navigation Channel Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times the beam of Qmax (260 m)

Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690 m)

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU

The analysis gathered for the above criteria, was undertaken using the Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI), Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and the spatial analysis suite of tools, in order to
visualise whether they would meet the selected criteria specified inTable A3-2.10.

6.1.1. Navigational Channel
SIGTTO principle recommendations advise that; [emphasis added] ‘harbour channels should be of uniform cross-
sectional depth and have a minimum width, equal to five times the beam of the largest ship’, for the purposes of
this site selection the use of Qmax (52 m) is implemented. This translates to approximately 260 m, this buffer has
been added to the relevant GIS mapping shown in Section 6.2.
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6.1.2. Turning Circle
SIGTTO principle recommendations advise that; [emphasis added] ‘turning circles should have a minimum 
diameter of twice the overall length of the largest ship, where current effect is minimal. Where turning circles are 
located in areas of current, diameters should be increased by the anticipated drift’. Phase 2 screening criteria has 
recommended twice the length of Qmax (345 m) which is allows for approximately 690 m turning circle. The 
relevant GIS mapping shown in Section 6.2.

6.1.3. Control Zone
SIGTTO also recommends ‘that the dimensions and shape of any control zone around an LNGC should be 
determined in the context of the specific conditions of a port and allow a degree of latitude for the port authority to 
implement a pragmatic and workable solution. Industry best practice for a control zone around a stationary LNGC 
normally requires a [emphasis added] 150 m distance and it is expected that this will be permanently applied 
around the FRSU, and the LNGC when present’ as shown in Figure A3-2.4Figure A3-2.4 Conceptual Design 
FSRU Example Highlighting 150 m Control Zone Required. The relevant GIS mapping shown in Section 6.2.

                              

Figure A3-2.4 Conceptual Design FSRU Example Highlighting 150 m Control Zone Required

6.2. Phase 2 Screening Locations
The following sections aim to provide a visualisation of the selected locations assessed under the Phase 2 
screening process. The GIS maps highlight and detail the selected criteria used.

6.2.1. Arklow
Arklow, Co. Wicklow is located on the east coast of Ireland and is located approximately 20 km south of Wicklow 
town (Figure A3-2.5) and approximately 70 km south from Dublin city.
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Figure A3-2.5 Regional Site Location Scope, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.6 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.6 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.7 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and access 
to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.7 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria - Arklow
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6.2.1.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.7 highlights the findings for Arklow under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 There was no available data to highlight the existing navigational channel for this location, however this is
an open area with access to water depths greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would have sufficient space that could potentially be located away
from any navigation channel.

 There is adequate space at this location that would provide the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Arklow concludes that all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.11  have
been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Arklow would be deemed a suitable
location, and will progress to the Phase 3 screening.

Table A3-2.11 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Arklow

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times
the beam of Qmax (260 m)



Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) 

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU 
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6.2.2. Aughinish
Aughinish, Co. Limerick is located on the west coast of Ireland and is located approximately 30 km west of Limerick 
City (Figure A3-2.8) and approximately 13 km southwest from Shannon Airport. 

Figure A3-2.8 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.9 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.9 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.10 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.10 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria - Aughinish
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6.2.2.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.10 highlights the findings for Aughinish under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 There is a consistent navigation channel with water depths greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would need to be located directly within the navigational channel, in
order to access the required water depths. This would make it near impossible for any additional ships/ferries
also using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow for the required 690m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Aughinish concludes that not all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.12
has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Aughinish would not be deemed
a suitable location.

Table A3-2.12 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Aughinish

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times
the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690 m)   x

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU   x
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6.2.3. Ballylongford/Tarbert 
Ballylongford/Tarbert, Co. Kerry is located on the west coast of Ireland and is located approximately 40 km 
northeast of Tralee (Figure A3-2.11) and approximately 37 km west from Shannon Airport. 

Figure A3-2.11 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.12 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.12 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.13 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.13 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Ballylongford/Tarbert
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6.2.3.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.13 highlights the findings for Ballylongford/Tarbert under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows a consistent water depth of greater than 13 m, shown in white.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would have sufficient space that could potentially be located away
from any navigation channel.

 There is adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Ballylongford/Tarbert concludes that all of the selected criteria listed in Table
A3-2.13  has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Ballylongford/Tarbert
would be deemed a suitable location, and will progress to the Phase 3 screening.

Table A3-2.13 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Ballylongford/Tarbert

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times
the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) 

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU 
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6.2.4. Castletownbere
Castletownbere, Co. Cork is located on the southwest coast of Ireland and is located approximately 100 km 
southwest of Cork City and approximately 30 km west from Bantry Town (Figure A3-2.14). 

Figure A3-2.14 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.15 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.15 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.16 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.16 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Castletownber
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6.2.4.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.16 highlights the findings for Castletownbere under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel highlights sections where waters depths are greater than 13 m, however these
depths do not provide a consistent channel for safe navigation.

 The required control zone for an LNGC could only be located directly within the navigational channel in
order to access the required water depth. This would make it near impossible for any ships/ferries also
using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Castletownbere concludes that none of the selected criteria listed in Table
A3-2.14  has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Castletownbere would
not be deemed a suitable location.

Table A3-2.14 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Castletownbere

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) x

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) x

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU x
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6.2.5. Dunmore East
Dunmore East, Co. Waterford is located on the south coast of Ireland (Figure A3-2.17) and is located approximately
15 km southeast of Waterford City and approximately 7 km southeast of Waterford Airport.

Figure A3-2.17 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.18 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas
assessed.

Figure A3-2.18 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.19 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and
access to water depths greater than 13 m

Regional Location

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.19 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Dunmore  East
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6.2.5.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.19 highlights the findings for Dunmore East under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 There was no available data that would accurately highlight the existing navigational channel for this
location, however, this is an open area with access to water depths greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would have sufficient space that could potentially be located away
from any navigation channel.

 There is adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Dunmore East concludes that all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.15
has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Dunmore East would be deemed
a suitable location, and will progress to the Phase 3 screening.

Table A3-2.15 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Dunmore East

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five times
the beam of Qmax (260 m)



Turning Circle Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) 

Control Zone 150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU 
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6.2.6. Greenore
Greenore, Co. Louth is located on the east coast of Ireland (Figure A3-2.20) and is located approximately 18 km 
west of Dundalk town and approximately 37 km north of Drogheda town. 

 

Figure A3-2.20 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.21 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.21 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.22 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.22 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Greenore
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6.2.6.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.22 highlights the findings for Greenore under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel highlights sections where waters depths are greater than 13 m, however these
depths do not provide a consistent channel.

 The required control zone for an LNGC could only be located directly within the navigational channel in
order to access the adequate water depth. This would make it near impossible for any ships/ferries also
using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Greenore concludes that none of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.16
has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria, Greenore would not be deemed
a suitable location.

Table A3-2.16 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Greenore

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) x

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) x

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU x
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6.2.7. Killybegs
Killybegs, Co. Donegal is located on the northwest coast of Ireland and is located approximately 20 km west of 
Donegal town (Figure A3-2.23). 

Figure A3-2.23 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.24 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.24 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.25 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.25 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Killybegs
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6.2.7.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.25 highlights the findings for Killybegs under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows a consistent water depth of greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would need to be located directly within the navigational channel in
order to access the adequate water depth. This would make it near impossible for any ships/ferries also
using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Killybegs concludes that not all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.17
has been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria, Killybegs would not be deemed
a suitable location.

Table A3-2.17 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Killybegs

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) x

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU x
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6.2.8. Moneypoint
Moneypoint, Co. Clare is located on the west coast of Ireland and is located approximately 5 km southeast of 
Kilrush (Figure A3-2.26) and approximately 36 km west from Shannon Airport. 

Figure A3-2.26 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.27 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.27 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.28 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.28 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria –  Moneypoint
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6.2.8.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.28 highlights the findings for Moneypoint under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows a consistent water depth of greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would have sufficient space that could potentially be located away
from any navigation channel.

 There is adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Moneypoint concludes that all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.18
have been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria, Moneypoint would be deemed
a suitable location, and will progress to the Phase 3 screening.

Table A3-2.18 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Moneypoint

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) 

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU 
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6.2.9. Ringaskiddy
Ringaskiddy, Co. Cork is located on the southern coast of Ireland (Figure A3-2.29). It is approximately 18 km 
southeast of Cork City Centre. 

Figure A3-2.29 Regional Site Location Scope, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.30 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of 
areas assessed.

Figure A3-2.30 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.31 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.31 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Ringaskiddy
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6.2.9.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.31 highlights the findings for Ringaskiddy under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows an inconsistent water depth of greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would need to be located directly within the navigational channel in
order to access the adequate water depth. This would make it near impossible for any ships/ferries also
using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Ringaskiddy concludes that none of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-
2.19  have been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria, Ringaskiddy would not
be deemed a suitable location.

Table A3-2.19 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Ringaskiddy

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) x

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) x

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU x
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6.2.10. Whiddy Island
Whiddy Island, Co. Cork is located in the south coast of Ireland, approximately 4 km west of Bantry town (Figure 
A3-2.32). 

Figure A3-2.32 Regional Location, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.33 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of areas 
assessed.

Figure A3-2.33 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed

Figure A3-2.34 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m.

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.34 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Whiddy Island
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6.2.10.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.34 highlights the findings for Whiddy Island under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows a consistent water depth of greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would have sufficient space that could potentially be located away
from any navigation channel.

 There is adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Whiddy Island concludes that all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-
2.20  have been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Whiddy Island would be
deemed a suitable location, and will progress to the Phase 3 screening.

Table A3-2.20 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Whiddy Island

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) 

Control Zone  150 m zone surrounding the LNGC and FSRU 
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6.2.11. Whitegate
Whitegate, Co. Cork is located on the southern coast of Ireland (Figure A3-2.35). It is approximately 18 km 
southeast of Cork City Centre. 

Figure A3-2.35 Regional Site Location Scope, Source: https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure A3-2.36 highlights the indicative boundary buffer spanning a radius of approximately 4 km in radius of 
areas assessed.

Figure A3-2.36 Indicative Boundary Indicates Areas Assessed 

Figure A3-2.37 highlights the indicative boundary assessed with industrial land zoning greater than 20 ha and 
access to water depths greater than 13 m. 

Regional Location 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure A3-2.37 Findings of Phase 2 Screening - Selected Criteria – Whitegate
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6.2.11.1. Summary

Figure A3-2.37 highlights the findings for Whitegate under the Phase 2 - selected criteria, in summary;

 The navigation channel shows a consistent water depth of greater than 13 m.

 The required control zone for an LNGC would need to be located directly within the navigational channel in
order to access the adequate water depth. This would make it near impossible for any ships/ferries also
using this busy navigational channel to safely pass by.

 There is not adequate space at this location that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Therefore, the Phase 2 screening for Whitegate concludes that not all of the selected criteria listed in Table A3-
2.21  have been fulfilled. It is therefore deemed that under the Phase 2 screening criteria Whitegate would not be
deemed a suitable location.

Table A3-2.21 Phase 2 – Selected Criteria - Whitegate

Criteria Detail Criteria Met

Navigation Channel  Uniform cross sectional depth with minimum width five
times the beam of Qmax (260 m) 

Turning Circle  Uniform cross sectional depth x

Control Zone  Twice the length of Qmax (690 m) x

6.3. Summary of Phase 2 Screening
The findings of the Phase 2- screening have highlighted that five locations identified have access to;

 A navigation channel that provides a consistent water depth of 13 m or greater.

 Sufficient space for the required control zone of an LNGC to be implemented, that could be located away
from the navigation channel to restrict any impingement on other ships.

 Adequate clearance at identified five locations that would allow the required 690 m turning circle.

Table A3-2.22  highlights the final findings of the Phase 2 screening assessment, the blue ticked boxes indicates
that the identified location passed the selected criteria specified inTable A3-2.10Table 6 1.

Table A3-2.22 Phase 2 Screening Matrix

Site Location Navigation Channel Turning Circle Control Zone

Arklow   

Aughinish x x x

Ballylongford/Tarbert   

Dunmore East   

Greenore x x x

Moneypoint   

Ringaskiddy x x x

Whiddy Island   

Whitegate x x x
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6.4. Recommendation
It is concluded that from the eleven locations assessed under the Phase 2 screening criteria highlighted in Table
A3-2.22 , five locations, listed in Table A3-2.23, have been deemed suitable under both the Phase 1 and 2
screening. Therefore, these locations were brought forward to be assessed under the final Phase 3 screening
criteria.

Table A3-2.23 Suitable Locations under Phase 2 Screening

Site Location County Region Google Maps Link

Arklow Wicklow Eastern and Midland https://goo.gl/maps/U97AopU1fsRW7BJf6

Ballylongford/Tarbert Kerry Southern https://goo.gl/maps/1YAozH9Tq5M9Gczd9

Dunmore East Waterford Southern https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5

Moneypoint Clare Southern https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9

Whiddy Island Cork Southern https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8

https://goo.gl/maps/U97AopU1fsRW7BJf6
https://goo.gl/maps/1YAozH9Tq5M9Gczd9
https://goo.gl/maps/2PcKEXntFfRDWkAr5
https://goo.gl/maps/17pCyTeHGxPfhFxn9
https://goo.gl/maps/wXANN1J9Zk1D26JB8
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7. Phase 3 Screening
7.1. Introduction
The Phase 2 screening will review the locations listed below;

 Arklow

 Ballylongford / Tarbert

 Whiddy Island

 Dunmore East

 Moneypoint

Figure A3-2.38 highlights a nationwide map of Ireland that shows the five locations identified that will be
assessed under the Phase 3 screening assessment.

Figure A3-2.38 Site Locations Identified for the Phase 3 Screening
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These locations have been assessed against the selected criteria listed in Table A3-2.24 .

Table A3-2.24 Phase 3 Screening – Selected Criteria

Criteria Detail Guidance & Tools

Hs < 1.5 m Significant wave heights less than 1.5 metres  Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports and Jetties
Information Paper No. 14, (SIGTTO)

 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
 Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS)
 CMap bathymetric data

Tp < 9 s Peak wave periods less than 9 seconds

Up to 60 LNGC visits per year are required to achieve the required for Ireland. Each visit would require 35 hours
for unloading from the LNGC to the FSRU via ship-to-ship transfer with an addition 25 hours required for berthing
and unberthing of the ships. This effectively means the terminal would require an LNG ship at the site a minimum
of 2.5 days per week to achieve the capacity required.

While a site may be acceptable with some occasional and infrequent height occurrences over 1.5 m, wave
heights reaching over 1.5 m for a significant proportion of the time is not feasible from an operational perspective.

M&N have considered wave conditions at five locations around the Irish coast, based on acceptance criteria for
LNG transfer operations set out in SIGTTO guidance, where the critical criteria are identified as significant wave
heights below 1.5 m and peak wave periods below 9 s.

M&N carried out an evaluation to determine suitability of the sites from a wave conditions exposure perspective,
by undertaking a wave transformation modelling study using a combination of NOAA hindcast data and measured
offshore buoy data.

7.1.1. Wave Transformational Model
High-level wave transformation modelling was undertaken to establish wave conditions at the three sites. Three
separate models were developed for the three sites using CMap bathymetric data, coupled with NOAA hindcast
wind and wave data and measured buoy data. The extracted offshore wind/wave time series was transformed to
nearshore using MIKE21 Spectral Wave (SW) flexible mesh model. Significant wave height (Hs) and peak wave
period (Tp) results were extracted at locations generally around the -12 m to -15 m water depth contours near the
three sites.

The results were analysed and percentage of exceedance (PoE) curves for significant wave height and peak
wave period at each point were developed along with the joint probability histograms for the same two
parameters. From these results we can confirm the percentage of time the significant wave heights exceed 1.5 m
and the peak wave periods exceed 9 s.

7.1.2. Weather Buoy Locations
The Irish Marine Institute is maintaining several weather buoys around Irish coast as shown in Figure A3-2.39  as
M3, M5 and M2.
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Figure A3-2.39 Irish Marine Institute Location of Weather Buoys

7.1.3. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Data 
Extracted wind and wave data was gathered from the NOAA WW3 North Sea Baltic 4-min CFSRR 30-year 
Hindcast (Phase 2) dataset at the locations M3, M5 and M2. In order to find a representative year for use as 
boundary conditions in the wave transformation model, Percentage of Exceedance (PoE) curves of significant 
wave heights were plotted for each year and it was found that 2009 can be considered as a ‘representative’ year 
for wave heights as it gives an average PoE for all the years.

PoE curves for significant wave height at M3, M5 and M2 are shown in Figure A3-2.40, Figure A3-2.41, and 
Figure A3-2.42.

                                

Figure A3-2.40 Significant Wave Height – M2
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Figure A3-2.41 Significant Wave Height – M3

Figure A3-2.42 Significant Wave Height – M5

7.1.4. Boundary Conditions
In order to assess the suitability of the NOAA wind/wave hindcast data as boundary conditions for the study, we
compared the significant wave heights (Hs) extracted from the NOAA wind/wave hindcast data and the measured
from the buoy (M2, M3 and M5) for the year 2009. The plots show that Hs of the NOAA hindcast wave data
matches well with the measured buoy data. The following figures show the comparison plots of NOAA data and
buoy data.
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Figure A3-2.43 Comparison of M2 Data Recorded

Figure A3-2.44 Comparison of M3 Data Recorded
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Figure A3-2.45 Comparison of M5 Data Recorded

The above comparison plots show that NOAA hindcast wave data matches well with the buoy data. Therefore,
NOAA hindcast wind and wave data were considered reliable and used as boundary conditions to all the 3
models.

Results of typical bulk parameters; Hs, Tp, mean wave direction (MWD) were extracted at a number of locations 
at each of the sites at the following coordinates, listed in the following tables;

Table A3-2.25Results extraction locations for Arklow

Arklow
Coordinates

Depth (mCD)
X (m) Y (m)

A1 327463 171500 -15

A2 326867 171500 -14

A3 326307 171500 -13

A4 326000 171500 -12

Table A3-2.26Results extraction locations for Ballylongford/Tarbert

Ballylongford/
Tarbert

Coordinates
Depth (mCD)

X (m) Y (m)

Berth Site 102786 149340 -20

Table A3-2.27Results extraction locations for Dunmore East

Dunmore
East

Coordinates
Depth (mCD)

X (m) Y (m)

D1 269544 99447 -15

D2 269448 99399 -14

D3 269383 99347 -13

D4 269321 99266 -12
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Table A3-2.28 Results extraction locations for Moneypoint

Moneypoint
Coordinates

Depth (mCD)
X (m) Y (m)

Moneypoint 103767 151035 -29

Table A3-2.29 Results extraction locations for Whiddy Island 

Whiddy
Island

Coordinates
Depth (mCD)

X (m) Y (m)

W1 94035 49067 -13

W2 94182 49320 -21

W3 94471 49346 -15

The following figures show the locations of where the results were extracted.

                           

Figure A3-2.46 Results Extraction Locations – Arklow

                           

Figure A3-2.47 Results Extraction Locations – Ballylongford/Tarbert and Moneypoint
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Figure A3-2.48 Results Extraction Locations – Dunmore East

Figure A3-2.49 Results Extraction Locations – Whiddy Island
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Figure A3-2.50 Results – Directional Rose Plots of Significant Wave Height at Arklow (A1)

                          

Figure A3-2.51 Results PoE of Sig. Wave Height (Hs) at Arklow (A1)

                          

Figure A3-2.52 Results – PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp) at Arklow (A1)
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Figure A3-2.53 Results – Directional Rose Plot of Significant Wave Height at Ballylongford/ Tarbert (Berth
Site)

Figure A3-2.54 Results – PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp) at Ballylongford/ Tarbert (Berth Site)

Figure A3-2.55 Results – PoE of Sig. Wave Height (Hs) at Ballylongford/ Tarbert (Berth Site)
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Figure A3-2.57 Results – PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp) at Dunmore East (D1)

                       

Figure A3-2.58 Results – PoE of Sig. Wave Height (Hs) at Dunmore East (D1)

Figure A3-2.56 Results – Directional Rose Plot of Significant Wave Height at Dunmore East (D1)
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Figure A3-2.59 Results – Directional Rose Plot of Significant Wave Height at Moneypoint

Figure A3-2.60 Results – PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp) at Moneypoint

Figure A3-2.61 Results – PoE of Sig. Wave Height (Hs) at Moneypoint
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Figure A3-2.62 Results – Directional Rose Plot of Significant Wave Height at Whiddy Island (W1)

                         

Figure A3-2.63 Results – PoE of Sig. Wave Height (Hs) at Whiddy Island (W1)

                         

Figure A3-2.64 Results – PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp) at Whiddy Island (W1)
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Table A3-2.30 summarizes the PoE of the five locations.

Table A3-2.30 Results – Summary of the PoE of Peak Wave Period (Tp)

Location
Percentage of Exceedance of Peak Wave Period (Tp)

50% 10% 5% 1%

Arklow (A1) 5.2 10.2 12.4 16.6

Ballylongford/Tarbert (Berth Site) 3.3 4.7 5.1 5.8

Dunmore East (D1) 10.4 13.7 14.9 16.3

Moneypoint 3.3 4.7 5.1 5.8

Whiddy Island (W1) 9.0 13.5 14.3 16.2

Based on the joint histogram results for Arklow, % of exceedance of Hs>1.5 m is approximately 17% and Tp>9 s
is approximately 14%.  The joint-exceedance of Hs>1.5 m or Tp>9 s is approximately 29%. These results show
that the dominant limiting criteria at Arklow is peak wave periods (Tp) as shown in Figure A3-2.65.

Figure A3-2.65 Joint Histogram of Hs and Tp at Arklow

Based on the joint histogram results for Ballylongford/Tarbert, % of exceedance of Hs>1.5 m is less than 0.5%
and Tp>9 s is less than 0.1%. The joint-exceedance of Hs>1.5 m or Tp>9 s is less than 0.5% as shown in Figure
A3-2.66.
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Figure A3-2.66 Joint Histogram of Hs and Tp at Ballylongford/Tarbert

Based on the joint histogram results for Dunmore East, % of exceedance of Hs>1.5 m is approximately 43% and
Tp>9 s is approximately 69%. The joint-exceedance of Hs>1.5 m or Tp>9 s is approximately 83%. These results
show that both parameters (Hs and Tp) contribute in a similar way to the limiting criteria, as shown in Figure A3-
2.67.
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Figure A3-2.67 Joint Histogram of Hs and Tp at Dunmore East

Based on the joint histogram results for Moneypoint, % of exceedance of Hs>1.5 m is less than 0.5% and Tp>9 s
is less than 0.1%. The joint-exceedance of Hs>1.5 m or Tp>9 s is less than 0.5%, as shown in Figure A3-2.68.

Figure A3-2.68 Joint Histogram of Hs and Tp at Moneypoint

Based on the joint histogram results for Whiddy Island, the individual % of exceedance of Hs>1.5 m is
approximately 11% and Tp>9 s is approximately 50%. The joint-exceedance of Hs >1.5 m or Tp>9 s is
approximately 58%. These results show that the dominant limiting criteria at Whiddy Island is peak wave periods
(Tp), as shown in Figure A3-2.69.
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Figure A3-2.69 Joint Histogram of Hs and Tp at Whiddy Island

7.2. Summary of Phase 3 Screening
The individual and the joint percentage of exceedance (PoE) of the two thresholds (significant wave height Hs>1.5
m or peak wave period Tp>9 s) for the five locations are shown in Table A3-2.31.

The results show that when considering the joint probability of significant wave heights and peak wave periods
above the SIGTTO recommended thresholds, Dunmore East gives the highest percentage of exceedance and
Arklow the lowest.

Dunmore East is directly exposed to large swell waves from the southerly, south-westerly, and westerly directions.
Despite appearing to be very exposed, the Whiddy Island location sees significant attenuation in wave height as
waves propagate up the bay. Arklow has a natural protection from southerly waves due to its location along the
east coast of Ireland.

Ballylongford / Tarbert and Moneypoint are protected from swell waves from the Atlantic and only experience locally
generated wind waves. Wave conditions at the two sites therefore have very low significant wave heights and peak
wave periods.

Table A3-2.31 Percentage of Exceedance (PoE)

Table A3-2.32  highlights the final findings of the Phase 3 screening assessment, the blue ticked boxes indicates
that the identified location passed the specific selected criteria specified in Table A3-2.24  .

Location Hs>1.5 m Tp < 9 s Hs>1.5 m or Tp < 9 s

Arklow 17% 14% 29%

Ballylongford/Tarbert <0.5%       <0.1%            <0.5%

Dunmore East 43% 69% 83%

Moneypoint <0.5%       <0.5%       <0.5%

Whiddy Island 11% 50% 58%
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As previously described, since the terminal would require an LNG ship at the site a minimum of 2.5 days per week
to achieve the capacity required, the sites at Arklow, Dunmore East and Whiddy Island would not be considered
feasible from an operational perspective.

Table A3-2.32 Phase 3 Screening Matrix

Site Location Hs>1.5 m Tp < 9 s Hs>1.5 m or Tp < 9 s

Arklow          x          x         x

Ballylongford/Tarbert   

Dunmore East           x          x         x

Moneypoint   

Whiddy Island           x          x         x

7.3. Recommendation
It is concluded, that from the five locations assessed under the Phase 3 criteria, two locations, namely,
Ballylongford/Tarbert and Moneypoint, have been deemed suitable under all three phases of screening in this site
selection assessment.

Therefore, under this selected screening criteria, these two locations are identified as the most feasible locations
from Ireland’s coastal areas, that would be suitable to accommodate and safely operate the Conceptual
Development.

8. Conclusion
In the context of the guidance and policy documents that have structured this site selection assessment, the
results have identified the following two locations; Ballylongford/ Tarbert and Moneypoint as most suitable to 
accommodate and safely operate the Conceptual Development. Both of these locations have passed the three
phases of screening under the selected criteria of each phase within this report.

The site selection assessment has demonstrated that these two locations offer a number of factors that are
essential to safely operate the Conceptual Development. In addition, the two locations are both protected from
swell waves from the Atlantic and only experience locally generated wind waves. While the wave conditions at
the two locations have very low significant wave heights and peak wave periods.

An 840 MW coal fired power plant is currently located at the Moneypoint site. The site and power plant are owned
and operated by the Electricity Supply Board (ESB).  Under the Climate Action Plan 2019, power generation from
coal will stop at Moneypoint no later than 2025.

In April 2021, ESB’s announced their ‘Green Atlantic’ plan for the future use of the Moneypoint site (ESB, 2021).
Green Atlantic is a multi-billion Euro programme of investment over the next decade which will transition the
Moneypoint site from coal fired electricity generation to renewable generation. Specifically, Green Atlantic
proposes the following investments at Moneypoint;

 A Sustainable System Support facility to provide a range of electrical services to the electricity grid

 Moneypoint Floating Offshore wind farm of 1,400 MW capacity to be developed off the coast of Counties
Clare and Kerry.

 A wind turbine construction hub: Moneypoint will become a centre for the construction and assembly of
floating wind turbines. This hub will require modifications to the existing jetty at the site.

 Hydrogen production, storage and generation facility at Moneypoint site towards the end of the decade.
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ESB confirmed that ‘Moneypoint has played a critical role in the country’s energy supply for almost 40 years. We
are proud that it will continue to have a crucial role in Ireland’s energy future with many benefits for the local
community and wider society.’

Additionally, while not considered in the initial screening criteria, access to high-capacity power and gas
transmissions systems is a core requirement for the Proposed Development. Both Moneypoint and Ballylongford/
Tarbert enjoy access to high-capacity electricity transmission systems. However, only the Ballylongford/ Tarbert
landbank has a consented gas transmission pipeline connecting it with the GNI gas transmission system at
Foynes.

Therefore, in light of ESB’s Green Atlantic plans for enduring use of the Moneypoint site, and the lack of a
consented interconnecting gas pipeline, ESB Moneypoint was ruled out.  Therefore, this site selection
assessment concludes that the Ballylongford/ Tarbert location should be deemed the most suitable location to
accommodate the Conceptual Development.
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